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PROBLEMS WITH CRYPTO CURRENCY

Environment & Management
From the birth of BTC and ETH to the present, the number of users is increasing rapidly every day. 
While the convenience of virtual currencies is recognized, there are many disadvantages such as 
insufficient user protection in the event of a bankruptcy of the operating company due to the lack of 
regulations on virtual currency related companies.

Security
From a security point of view, it is hard to say that the environment is still perfect, as many virtual 
currencies have disappeared due to cyber attacks caused by immature systems and vulnerabilities.

Utility value and Speculation
Furthermore, from the perspective of practical utility value, the role of existing virtual currencies is not 
as a practical means of use, but there are many transactions for speculative purposes, and the price 
fluctuation rate in a short period of time is extremely high, so speculation. It can be said that the risk is 
high.

ICO & SCAM
Many ICO have been done in the last few years and many have lost money. In particular, the ICO in 
2019 and 2020 plunged at the same time as the listing, and since then the price has not been able to 
recover, and there are many stocks that are profitable only by management. The coins distributed to 
users by the operation are locked up for a long time even after listing on the exchange, making only the 
fact that the operation has increased tens of times on the chart that was momentarily manipulated at 
the time of listing, and then significantly below the ICO price.
It seems that there are many cases where the price drops sharply. By the time the lock-up of the user 
acquired by ICO is released, the price has already fallen, and from the viewpoint of liquidity, even if it 
can be sold when the price is high, the contract that the user wants is made.
In most cases, there is not enough liquidity to achieve it. In this way, ICO has a strong 
one-person-winning element of management, and it will also damage the image.

　↓
POI SOLUTION
We thoroughly analyze these history and fundamental problems in virtual currencies, and prepare a 
number of various measures so that users can participate with peace of mind. We hope that you will 
read White Paper Ver1 until the end and use it for your decision making.
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PROBLEMS WITH DAO

Currently, it is said that there are more than 200 DAOs, but DAO sets a precedent for a revolutionary 
governance model (governance model) for companies, governments, organizations, etc. of various 
organizational forms. It has the potential to replace it.

DAO　（Decentralized Autonomous Organization）
 - Absence of central administrator
 - Anyone can join the organization
 - Managed by participants
 - Highly transparent, anyone can browse the source
The range of use of DAO is very wide, ranging from social platforms to investment platforms, including 
DeFi (decentralized finance) and non-fungible tokens (NFT).

The disadvantage of DAO is
- It takes time to make a decision
- The content of the decision is not always correct
- Security
Although it was generally said, those environments are also evolving as of April 2022, and it cannot be 
said that they are particularly problematic.

We believe that the current important issues that POI considers are as follows.

1  Importance at the time of initial development
DAO is a decentralized organization powered by self-sustaining smart contracts. If the auto-execution 
code is flawed at the time of initial development of DAO, various subsequent executions will be 
difficult. If it fails early on, trying to improve with subsequent voting and execution will be a 
roundabout way.

2  Funding at startup
With over 200 different DAOs, few are financially successful organizations in the investment category. 
In other words, no organization is running automatically according to the initial business plan of the 
white paper. If the ICO does not raise enough funds, the strategy envisioned at the time of initial 
development will not be feasible. If a user gets only the right to vote and fails at the time of ICO or 
startup, he can only propose and execute within a low budget. As long as there are no resources or 
values to carry out the employment, labor, reward distribution, proposals, etc. that the user envisioned, 
various executions will be impossible.

3  Low Vote Rate
In conjunction with 2 above, even if you participate in the voting of organizations without funds or 
organizations with low value, you can not expect a reward from the user, so the voter turnout will 
naturally decrease.
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POI DAO SOLUTION

1  Importance at the time of initial development
Several major exchanges have participated as the largest holders of POI tokens and the leaders of 
execution at the initial stage, and have already formed a DAO consortium. The latest smart contracts 
have also been completed, and security demonstration experiments that can be applied to various 
environments have reached the stage of completion.

2  Funding at startup
The timing for POI's envisioned users to join DAO and become active is expected to be from 2023 to 
2024, and in the meantime, POI will utilize the funds already raised from its partners ($ 24M). , 
Execution will proceed exactly according to the roadmap (detailed PAGE15). In addition, the new 
exchange, which has already been developed by the POIDAO Consortium, will start operation in Jan 
2023, so it is promised to stabilize the mother body operated by DAO.

3  Low Vote Rate
In conjunction with 2 above, the low turnout faced by many organizations will also improve.
With abundant funds from startup to mid-term, and the voting rights of partners will be diluted to 1/10 
at the same time as unlocking, the actual governance system will be left to the user. At startup, which is 
a problem of DAO, we will build a system by entrusting a lot to a proven exchange. After that, as the 
scale and community grows, DAO's authority, that is, the effective management leadership system, will 
be transferred to users.
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POI OVERVIEW 1

A new style of DAO platform is about to begin.

DAO
 (Decentralized Autonomous Organization)

New governance system

Big Data
Processing & analyzing data sets

Blockchain
Digital investment data storage

DeFi (Decentralized Finance)
Blockchain-based finance

Fintech
Easy financial transactions

NFT (Non Fungible Token)
Unique identity and ownership

Asset Tokenization
Best digital tokens

New Exchange/DEX
Best Trading Application
Trade and monitor accounts
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POI OVERVIEW 2

IMO (Initial Marketing Offering)（PAGE07/08/11/12）
POI has already completed the financing ($ 24M) required for the medium-term project by 
cooperating with major exchanges and marketing partners, and thoroughly understands the 
experience value and past virtual currency environment of the major exchanges that are 
partners. It is perfectly designed so that users can participate in IMO with peace of mind. The 
POI IMO is fundamentally different from other ICO. It's a spectacular marketing tool for new 
initiatives and the launch of a new exchange (POIDEX), with a different purpose and method 
than an ICO that raises the funds needed for a project.

DAO（PAGE02/03/13）
The partner's lockup period is as long as 2 to 4 years, and the partner's DAO voting rights will 
be diluted to 1/10 at the end of the lockup period. (PAGE07)
At the time of planning, POI is working on DAO with the members of Blockchain professionals 
gathering together. New exchanges are also available, and there are many factors for users to 
expand their POI through DAO. It is the users who run them and control the return of revenue. 
It will be a fair DAO to eliminate operational fraud and increase the transparency of POI.
The projects described on the existing smart contracts alone include DeFi, NFT, Asset 
Toknization, Fintec, but further project expansion will be carried out by DAO.

No Rsik  High Return（PAGE11）
In other ICO, you usually only have to wait a long time for the coins you buy to go public and 
sell, which is risky and depends on your ability to operate.
POI is not. We accept refunds by USDT at any time before the end of IMO.
In addition, users can not only wait, but also earn huge profits with the staking plan (PAGE11). 
We have 9 types of capsules with different staking period and rate of return, and as part of 
the DeFi function that will start in the future, we are preparing for users who have not 
experienced DeFi yet.
Second, trading for $5 or more is promised after the IEO starting in Jan 2023.

Price increase logic（PAGE07/12）
The POI price at IMO (Jun-Dec 2022) is fixed at $1. The POI price at IEO (Jan 2023) starts at 
$5. Furthermore, even if the price is below $5, the minimum exchange rate on the new 
exchange POIDEX (PAGE13) is $5, and users can sell for $5 at any time, trading for $5 or 
more. It is synonymous with being compensated.
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POI COIN PROFILE

POI

POI

    https://poi-poi.io

0x6E1bC465EA3Fdd176Dcb4026e74629EfBd613c28
    https://etherscan.io/token/0x6e1bc465ea3fdd176dcb4026e74629efbd613c28

    https://etherscan.io/token/0x6e1bc465ea3fdd176dcb4026e74629efbd613c28#balances

80,000,000　(no MINT/yes BURN）
24,200,000POI（31.5% Pertners） 2-4 years lock up
（PAGE07）

DAO　DEX　DeFi　NFT　AssetToknization　Fintech
（PAGE04/05）

Jun 2022 - Dec 2022
1POI = 1USD
Hard Cap 10,000,000 POI(12.5%)
（PAGE08/11）

IEO at a major exchange (details released on Jan2023 WhitePaper Ver2)
Jan 2023
1POI = 5USD Start
Hard Cap 44,000,000 POI(55%)
（PAGE12）

Own exchange (POIDEX) Jan2023 open (details released on Jan2023 WhitePaper Ver2)
Can be traded on major exchanges (details released on Jan2023 WhitePaper Ver2)

Coin Name

Coin Symbol

URL

Contract Address

Holders Address

Total Supply

Use

IMO

IEO

Listing
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COIN & DAO SHARE

IMO

Exchange Partner 

Marketing Partner

$5 Conpensate

Development 2024

Marketing 2024

Management

Air Drop

12.5%

29.5%

1%

30%

12.5%

12.5%

1%

1%

10,000,000 POI

23,600,000 POI

800,000 POI

24,000,000 POI

10,000,000 POI

10,000,000 POI

800,000 POI

800,000 POI

IMO Value
$1 x 80,000,000 POI = $80,000,000(Total Value)

↓

↓

POI % DAO
IMO Stage 1 ($1) Jun 2022 2,000,000 2.5% 3.4%
IMO Stage 2 ($1) Jul 2022 2,000,000 2.5% 3.4%
IMO Stage 3 ($1) Aug 2022 2,000,000 2.5% 3.4%
IMO Stage 4 ($1) Sep 2022 2,000,000 2.5% 3.4%
IMO Stage 5 ($1) Oct 2022 2,000,000 2.5% 3.4%

10,000,000 12.5% 17.2%

Partner A (4years Lock) 8,000,000 10.0% 1.4%
Partner B (4years Lock) 4,000,000 5.0% 0.7%
Partner A (3years Lock) 4,000,000 5.0% 0.7%
Partner C (3years Lock) 2,000,000 2.5% 0.3%
Partner D (3years Lock) 2,000,000 2.5% 0.3%
Partner E (3years Lock) 2,000,000 2.5% 0.3%
Partner F (2years Lock) 800,000 1.0% 0.1%
Partner G (2years Lock) 800,000 1.0% 0.1%

23,600,000 29.5% 4.1%

Partner H (2years Lock) 400,000 0.5% 0.1%
Partner I (2years Lock) 400,000 0.5% 0.1%

800,000 1.0% 0.1%

24,000,000 30.0% (41.4%)

10,000,000 12.5% 17.2%
10,000,000 12.5% 17.2%
800,000 1.0% 1.4%
800,000 1.0% 1.4%

45,600,000 57.0% 78.6%

80,000,000 100.0% 100.0%

Subtotal

Total

IMO

Exchange
Partner

Marketing
Patner

Subtotal

Subtotal

Subtotal

POIDEX $5 Price Compensation Deposit
Automatically burned if price exceeds $ 10 and 
does not fall below $ 5 for 180 days thereafter.

Development 2024 -
Marketing 2024 -
Management (4years Lock)
AirDrop 2022 -

Dilute voting rights to 1/10 after unlocking

At POIDEX(new exchange), contracts under $5 are not possible on the system
= Compensation for over $ 5

Future Value
$10 x 80,000,000 POI = $800,000,000(Total Value)
$20 x 80,000,000 POI = $1,600,000,000(Total Value)

IEO Value
$5 x 80,000,000 POI = $400,000,000(Total Value)
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You can swap (BTC / ETH / USDT) up to IMO Stage 5 for the same price of 1 $. If the distribution 
does not reach the maximum quantity in each stage, it will be carried over to the next stage. Anything 
that does not reach the maximum distribution at the final stage will be burned. During the IMO period, 
coins with DAO will not be distributed, and POI Token Ver2 will be distributed sequentially from the 
day after the end of the final stage.

IMO SCHEDULE

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$10,000,000

2,000,000 POI

2,000,000 POI

2,000,000 POI

2,000,000 POI

2,000,000 POI

10,000,000 POI

1$

1$

1$

1$

1$

1month

1month

1month

1month

3month

7month

01 JUN 2022

01 JUL 2022

01 AUG 2022

01 SEP 2022

01 OCT 2022

JUN - DEC 2022

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

12.5%

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓
IEO JAN 2023
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POI DAO is an open source project on the Ethereum blockchain, an autonomous decentralized 
organization, which will go into operation in Jan 2023. POI DAO works on-chain with polling and 
implements its own voting mechanism.

This project is managed by a user who holds the POI, a governance token. For example, new project 
selection, security updates, DEX management, teams, labor compensation, and any other decisions 
necessary to run a POI are voted on to ensure transparency and efficiency.
The influence of POI voting is proportional to the amount of POI stakes by POI voters, but a contract 
has been implemented that dilutes the number of votes cast by partners at the time of initial issuance 
to 10%.

POI DAO does not currently have a contract code as stablecoin. Therefore, the number of issued is 
limited, and it is designed to work with POIDEX so that transactions under $ 5 will not be executed. By 
applying these, it may be possible to execute the round-up code of the lowest price control by Level 5 
voting (see White Paper Ver2) from 2023 to 2024 when the user gains a substantial voting share. As a 
result, the POI value that the user is staking can be stabilized autonomously.

Since it is necessary to learn from past DAO cases, the program source will be disclosed in White Paper 
Ver2 released in Jan 2023, one month before the end of IMO, from the viewpoint of security.
Please refer to White Paper Ver2 for the specific source code.

COIN TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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Details on how to get POI with IMO are described in the above link URL.

HOW TO GET POI

https://www.poi-poi.io/getpoi/

Jun 2022 - Dec 2022
7 month

https://poi-poi.io
Sign Up
Login
↓
POI Dashboard
↓
DEPOSIT
1POI = 1USD
Minimum Amount = 500POI (500USD)

＊Anytime until 25 Dec 2022 We accept
refunds by USDT. (Partial refund, full
refund, both are possible)

＊At the end of IMO on 25 Dec2022
Determine the amount of POI remaining
 on the dashboard and give each 
user coins I will distribute it.
(Details in Jan 2023 Refer to the
disclosed White Paper Ver2)

＊Steaking even during the IMO period
You can earn profits with. (PAGE11)
All or part of the revenue in USDT
Refunds are also possible.

Jan 2023
1 month

At the exchange where the IEO is held
Sign Up
Login
↓
BUY
1POI = 5USD
Minimum Amount = 2POI (10USD)

Get POI with IMO Get POI with IEO
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10th Jun 2022
Got POI (2,000USD)
↓
15th Jun 2022
All of 2,000POI
Stake on GREEN CAPSULE
↓
15th Jul 2022
Increased to 2,300POI (2,300USD)
Withdraw all 2,300POI (2,300USD)
↓
Get 2,300USDT
↓
No coins will be distributed
Because the remaining POI is zero

Return Rate  115%

Case B

10th Jun 2022
Get 2,000POI (2,000USD)
↓
15th Jun 2022
All of 2,000POI
Stake on SILVER CAPSULE
↓
15th Sep 2022
Increased to 3,440POI (3,440USD)
↓
25th Dec 2022
Confirmed with 3,440 POI
Distributed coins
↓
1th Jan 2023
IEO(1POI = 5USD) Start
（at POIDEX 5USD conpensate）
↓
3,440POI (17,200USD) Value Up

Return Rate  820%

Case A

IMO STAKING

PLATINUM GOLD SILVER ORANGE GREEN YELLOW BLUE 1 TIME X 1 TIME Z

Interest（1day） 1.2% 1.0% 0.8% 0.6% 0.5% 0.4% 0.3% 10.0% 15.0%

Staking Period 150 Days 120 Days 90 Days 60 Days 30 Days 15 Days 5 Days 1 Day 1 Day

Min Staking Amount $30,000 $10,000 $5,000 $2,000 $1,000 $700 $500 $500 $500,000

Max Staking Amount

unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited

unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited $5,000 $1,000,000

Purchase Limit Once per User
（First 5 Users）

Once per User
（First 100 Users）

Interest Calculation Date everydayeveryday everydayeveryday everyday everydayeveryday

Interest Payment Date mature day mature day mature day mature day mature day mature day mature day

after 24H

after 24H

after 24H

after 24H

Total Rate of Return 280% 220% 172% 136% 115% 106% 101.5% 110% 115%
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IMO (Initial Marketing Offering)
ends in Dec 2022
IEO (Initial Exchange Offering)
start in Jan 2023.

IEO (Initial Exchange Offering)
POI are sold on the exchanges of POI Exchange partners. The starting price of IEO is 1POI = 5USD 
(1POI = 1USD at IMO), which is 5 times the price of IMO. Furthermore, in order for 1POI to rise 
without falling below 5USD, in New DEX, which POI opens independently, it is not possible to execute 
transactions under 5USD with the automatic execution program on the system, and at least 5USD or 
more. The transaction is promised.

For example, let's say you have a temporary drop to 4 USD on another B exchange. User A can buy at B 
exchange for 4 USD and always sell at POIDEX for 5 USD or more. You can do this kind of arbitrage.
Of course, the price of POI will rise to 6USD, 7USD, 8USD due to the rapid expansion of users and the 
factor of 5USD price compensation at POIDEX, so the period during which arbitrage is valid will be 
limited.

IMO < IEO
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NEW DEX

CONNECT WALLET

SETTINGS

DEVELOPERS

HELP

SNS

10 WALLETS

UI
LANGUAGE
CHART
GWEI

COMMUNITY
AUDIT

SUPPORT
GUIDE

7 SNS

TRADE

EARN

FINANCE

NFT

VOTE

ASSET TOKNIZATION

ORDER BOOK
SWAP
LIQUIDITY

STAKING
POOLS

LOAN
VISA CARD

ORDER BOOK
POST YOUR NFT

PROPOSALS LIST
REQUEST

CREATE TOKEN

Start in Jan 2023 (Refer to White Paper Ver2 disclosed in Oct 2022 for details)
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2022
Short-term future
At the time of this White Paper description, POI has already raised $ 24M in collaboration with major 
exchanges and marketing partners, and will start operations with up to $ 10M for IMO and up to $ 
100M for IEO.
At IMO, 1POI = 1USD,
1POI = 5USD start at IEO,
Starting listings on major exchanges,
In addition, POIDEX (own exchange) started operation at the same time as IEO, and the system and 
budget (30% 24,000,000POI / detailed PAGE07) to compensate the price of 1POI = 5USD or more are 
perfectly designed, and POI's It can be theoretically explained that the value will increase visibly to 
1USD, 5USD, 10USD even in the short period of half a year at the time of startup.

2023～2026
Medium-term future
The operation of POI will be operated by DAO, but in order to compensate for the fundamental 
disadvantage of DAO that it is difficult to make quick decisions at startup, the operation at startup is 
entrusted to a major exchange with experience. Can be done smoothly.
Approximately 31.5% of the partner's DAO voting rights have been allocated, 3% of the lockup will be 
unlocked in 2024, and DAO voting rights will be diluted 1/10 on the system. In addition, the lockup of 
12.5%   in 2025 and 16% in 2026 will be unlocked, and DAO voting rights will also be diluted 1/10 on 
the system.
As a result, the user will eventually have about 95% of DAO voting rights, and the actual operation will 
be left to the user.
The user voluntarily decides all matters such as system update of POI and POIDEX, user interface, 
development of new project, etc. by DAO.
The user-centered POI user community will improve dramatically, and the value of POI will increase 
dramatically accordingly.

2027～
Long-term future
Not only the value of POI, but also the system, project, and community will be managed in a sound 
manner in a direction that is in line with the times, and will have evolved beyond imagination.

IN FUTURE
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May 2022
White Paper Ver1
Official Web Site
Distribute POI Token Ver1 to partners

Jun 2022
IMO Stage1 (1POI=1USD 2.5% 2,000,000POI)
POI Staking Operation start

Jul 2022
IMO Stage2 (1POI=1USD 2.5% 2,000,000POI)

Aug 2022
IMO Stage3 (1POI=1USD 2.5% 2,000,000POI)

Sep 2022
IMO Stage4 (1POI=1USD 2.5% 2,000,000POI)

Oct - Dec 2022
IMO Stage5 (1POI=1USD 2.5% 2,000,000POI)
POI Token Ver2 Audit complete
POIDEX（Own Exchange）Legal opinion acquisition complete

Jan 2023
White Paper Ver2
Distribute POI Token Ver2 to users
POIDEX（Own Exchange）Operation start
IEO (1POI=5USD)
Listing to major exchange

2023
DeFi NFT Operation Start
System update DAO-PROPOSAL-VOTE start

2024
3% of partners POI unlocked（DAO Voting rights diluted to 1/10）

2025
12.5% of partners POI unlocked（DAO Voting rights diluted to 1/10）

2026
16% of partners POI unlocked（DAO Voting rights diluted to 1/10）

ROADMAP
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Please read the terms and conditions posted when you signed up.

DISCLAIMAER




